The existing wireless network will face the challenge of data tsunami in the near future. Densification of network will deal huge data traffic but will increase the interferences and network cost. At the same time, the existing wireless network is underutilized due to dynamic traffic. To deal with this adverse scenario, a change in the current network architecture is required. Based on virtualization, Cloud Radio Access Network (CRAN) was proposed for wireless network. In CRAN the functionality of base station will be distributed into base band unit (BBU) and remote radio heads (RRH) which will achieve benefits of centralization. This paper presents a survey on CRAN centring on optimized resource allocation, energy efficiency and throughput maximization under fronthaul capacity. The existing solution and future opportunities in CRAN are also summarized.
Introduction
The mobile traffic analysis shows that globally the growth in mobile data traffic will grow 13-fold from 2012 to 2017, with a compound annual growth rate of 66% [1] . To support such huge traffic one of the solution is network densification, which will increase inter-channel interference as well as capital and operation expenditure (CAPEX and OPEX). Evolving mobile network standards will also provide a broadband capacity, so the coexistence of different standards needs to be supported by a telco operator that requires large investment and constant modifications and improvements of the network. At the same time the traditional network architecture remains underutilized as it is designed to handle peak traffic load which is present only for some time duration in a day. Also as the traffic is moving from one cell (urban area -business place) to another cell (town -home) during a day, this will cause great wastage of resources in low traffic area. This underutilization is mainly due to confined architecture of existing network which do not allow sharing of radio resources over different network operators.
The existing network fails to efficiently utilize available resources, but have to deal with upcoming challenges of mobile data tsunami and coexistence of different standards. To handle this situation network architecture with substantial change has to be designed. Optimization is possible by centralization that incorporates coordination and intelligence in utilizing resources which reduces the investment. The centralization can be achieved through the concept of virtualization that allows sharing physical resources by separating them virtually. Radio access network (RAN) which is an essential part of wireless network can be modified to new architecture known as Cloud RAN (CRAN). CRAN can act as the architect to perform the sharing of resources in a centralized manner. CRAN will have a cloud of radio resources which are separated virtually and shared dynamically as per requirement [2] . Figure 1 shows CRAN architecture. It has two entities centralized base band units (BBUs) and localized remote radio heads (RRHs). BBUs are implemented on IT platform Reeta Chhatani and Alice Cheeran 2 that contains virtual base station (vBS) instances which can be configured in a centralized manner. RRHs are placed over a geographical area to provide wider coverage and capacity. RRH is the simple antenna system thus makes ease to speed up network footprint. BBU and RRH are communicating through high capacity low latency fronthaul.
Figure 1. CRAN architecture [2]
This revolutionary centralized CRAN architecture provides the following benefits [2] : 1) Increase in capacity and reduction in inter-channel interferences: Centralized BBU is the pool of resources which can be shared dynamically and cooperatively among the multiple cells of different operators. Thus the resources can be utilized effectively as per service demand. The inter-channel interference can be reduced due joint scheduling and processing. 2) System throughput improvement: CRAN allows dense RRH deployment schemes in areas that express high throughput needs. 3) Reduction in capital and operational expenditure: As BBU is centralized and only RRHs are at different cell sites, the deployment and maintenance cost of per cell site has reduced greatly. 4) Coexistence of multiple standards: Centralized BBU can support multiple standards which can be effectively utilized as per user demands. 5) Green Radio: CRAN improves energy efficiency by reducing number of cell sites thereby reducing power consumption of site and equipments. Also during low traffic period, underutilized BBUs can be turned off and their traffic will be migrated to active BBUs. The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes resource allocation schemes in CRAN. The concept of green network is given in Section 3. In section 4, the constraint on cellular throughput due to CRAN architecture is explored. Section 5 gives the overview of the existing virtualized solutions and emerging research of CRAN architecture. Finally section 6 concludes this survey.
Resource Allocation and Management in CRAN
The virtualized CRAN resource allocation objective is to maximize the utility function which is defined in terms of the allocated rate, QoS or revenue generated by optimally utilizing resources. Maximization of utility function is the subject to achieving atleast minimum reserved bandwidth requested by service provider (SP) and the total achieved resources for all SPs must not exceed the resources available in the network.
Network virtualization substrate (NVS) algorithm [3] achieves this objective through flow level virtualization. Figure 2 shows the NVS algorithm which is implemented as MAC procedure on PicoChip WIMAX base station. The prototype consists of a WiMAX Profile-C ASN gateway, PicoChip WIMAX base station and several Beceem PCMCIA and USB clients. Slice manager implemented using click router framework on ASN-gateway is responsible for maintaining the virtual network (slice) of SPs.
Figure 2. NVS Prototype [3]
The NVS algorithm first performs scheduling of virtual networks of SP (slice scheduling), followed by flow scheduling by SP. Slice scheduling algorithm schedules the slice with max weightage. Weight at any instant of time is defined as ratio of reserved bandwidth and exponential moving average rate (effective rate) upto that instant. If the effective rate is less than reserved resources then that slice is schedule first. The slice scheduler then allocates resources to scheduled slice based on its achieved effective rate. The achieved effective rate of slice varies depending on channel condition and scheduling policy of the slice users. These variations are accounted by considering the reference effective rate above which the slice gets its minimum reservation otherwise only fraction of reserved rate is achieved. NVS uses a concave utility function of resources allocated to the slice. This choice of utility function assumes that the marginal utility (revenue generated) of a slice decreases as its achieved resources or bandwidth increases
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Resource allocation is modeled as two stage (current and future) stochastic game which considers declared value functions (θ) by SPs and underlying channel gains (H) at each scheduling instance [4] . The value function depends on traffic state of users (g) and requested rate (r) by SP. Authors have introduced a pricing mechanism VickreyClarke-Groves (VCG) using which virtual network operator (VNO) allocates a new rate (rate_alloc) and corresponding payment ($) to the user. Figure 3 gives the two stage game model which shows that all SPs provides value function θ (g, r) to pricing mechanism and VCG mechanism outputs O (rate_alloc, $). The output of VCG mechanism depends on the submitted value function by SPs, and this output determines future traffic state of all SPs. SP request for a rate by considering the future congestion it will receive. But it is difficult for SP to judge the future congestion as is not aware of traffic states of other SPs and also the channel conditions. As VNO has all the information about the network, it advertises each SP's expected future congestion using this each SP can submit the value function to VNO. Thus VCG mechanism gives the optimal output for all SPs which are participating in the game at any particular instant. The result obtained shows that there is a Nash equilibrium price under various dynamic traffic and channel conditions. This paper considers convex rate region and Markovian game playing policy. But real time applications are nonconvex and playing policy has to be modeled as non-Markovian as the resource allocation is performed at finite granularity for next generation wireless system. Long term evolution (LTE) evolved Node B (eNodeB) virtualization framework achieves the spectrum scheduling based on the service contract [5] , [6] . In this framework the BSs are virtualized by using XEN hypervisor. Each virtualized BS estimate the resource requirement by calculating exponential moving average (EMA) of bandwidth over a span of time. The spectrum allocation unit in hypervisor then allocates the spectrum to virtual BS depending on EMA value, channel condition, QoS requirement and the type of contract between SP and virtual network provider (VNP). LTE eNodeB virtualization framework has considered four types of contract namely fixed guarantees, dynamic guarantees, best effort (BE) with minimum guarantees and best effort with no guarantees. Fixed guarantees contract allocates the requested fixed bandwidth to SP always independent of the usage. In dynamic guarantees contract the operator gets the bandwidth according to its actual need. The bandwidth is bounded by a maximum value that is specified by the contract. If the SP requires the maximum mentioned bandwidth, the VNP will allocate it; otherwise only the required bandwidth is allocated. The SP has to pay only for the actual used bandwidth and thus can save on the cost. Best effort (BE) with minimum guarantees contract specifies a minimum guaranteed bandwidth which will be allocated to SP at all times. As per this contract, the minimum bandwidth is always guaranteed and the additional bandwidth is assigned in a BE manner. Best effort with no guarantees type of contract allocates the bandwidth in a pure BE manner i.e. the remaining bandwidth in the network if any, is assigned to SP. Such kind of contract is suitable for non-guaranteed bit rate (nGBR) traffic. The bandwidth allocation is done by the spectrum allocation unit which first allocates the fixed bandwidth to the SPs with first contract type. Then the actual required bandwidth is allocated to SPs with second contract type which has an upper bound given in the contract. The third contract type SPs are allocated with minimum guaranteed bandwidth and the rest spectrum is distributed between the BE SPs depending on their fairness factor. As the framework allocates the bandwidth as per contract it does not achieve the optimum resource allocation.
Thus in the centralized cloud scenario, guaranteed bit rate (GBR) traffic such as voice over internet protocol (VOIP) and video is provision with demanded resources to maintain QoS while for non-GBR (nGBR) traffic such as HTTP and FTP, the resources are allocated in best effort manner. It is observed that end to end delay for GBR traffic is more in cloud network as compared to legacy network [5] [7] . For example as channel condition degrades GBR traffic requires more bandwidth which may not be available at that instant as it is already allocated to other GBR or nGBR traffic unlike legacy network which has a non-shareable fixed bandwidth. Still this end to end delay is not so large and can be tolerated.
Fluidnet is a two-step scalable framework which optimizes resource utilization to effectively handle heterogeneous users and traffic profiles [8] . This frame work employs a flexible combination of distributed antenna system (DAS) and fractional frequency reuse (FFR) depending on users and traffic profile. FFR system improves the capacity due to frequency reuse but has a small coverage. In DAS system as a single source gives the coverage over wide area, it reduces the capacity of the network. FFR and DAS systems are shown in fig. (4) . For static and high traffic conditions FFR supports more traffic with desired quality of service (QoS). For mobile users and low traffic scenario DAS is implemented. Fluidnet uses hybrid configuration based on estimated resource usage from the aggregate traffic demand from each sector. The mobile traffic demand and cell-interior, cell-exterior traffic demands are used to decide the resource reservation for DAS and FFR configuration respectively. This framework adopts a two-step approach, in first step optimal DAS-FFR configuration is determined for each sector, and then further improvement in resource utilization is achieved in second step by clustering the sectors. Sectors are clustered until resource utilization of the resulting cluster cannot be improved further. Hybrid Fluidnet is compared with DAS and FFR configuration and proves to support higher traffic. It is flexible enough to adopt the variation in network conditions and also support the multiple operators and technologies. The drawback of this algorithm is that it gives priority to mobile users over fixed users.
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Hybrid coordinated multipoint transmission (H-CoMP) is considered for resource allocation of delay sensitive traffic with average power and fronthaul capacity constraint in CRAN [9] . H-CoMP uses both joint processing (JP) and coordinated beamforming (CB). JP transmits the traffic jointly to user through RRHs within CoMP cluster, thus BBU transmit same traffic to different RRH using capacity constraint fronthaul. This improves spectrum efficiency at the cost of fronthaul consumption. While in CB, traffic is transmitted privately by serving RRH with interference coordination among RRHs in CoMP cluster. To achieve benefits of both schemes, the H-CoMP divides the payload of users into shared and private streams. Optimal pre-coder at RRHs and de-correlator at users are designed for both streams to maximize the mutual information for streams and to eliminate interference of other users. Authors have formulated queue aware resource allocation policy for delay sensitive traffic. The problem is formulated as constrained partially observed Markov process decision (POMDP) [10] , the solution of which is obtained by equivalent Bellman equation but it has a high computational complexity. To overcome the complexity issue, linear approximation of post decision value function (function of post decision state) is used in proposed queue aware resource allocation policy with H-CoMP (QAH-CoMP). QAH-CoMP solves the optimization problem using stochastic gradient algorithm which converges to local optimum. It has been proved that the average delay per user is less in QAH-CoMP due to consideration of urgent traffic flows along with channel information for power and rate allocation.
Heterogeneous network (HetNet) which consists of small cells such as micro, pico and femto cells overlapped with the macro-cell in CRAN architecture (H-CRAN) suffers crosstier interference. One such network is shown in fig. (5) .
Figure 5. H-CRAN architecture [11]
To effectively deal with cross tier interference the total spectrum is shared between macro-cell and non-interfering small cells and for interfering small cells dedicated spectrum is used. A probability weighted based spectral resource allocation algorithm [11] for H-CRAN is used to find probability of small BS using shared spectrum resources. To calculate this probability cross tier interference of small cell user and macrocell user is determined. The probability will be equal to ratio of interference threshold under a certain signal to interference ratio (SIR) requirement of macrocell user to cross tier interference due to that small BS, if interference threshold of macrocell user is less than its cross tier interference, otherwise it is unity. Thus, if cross tier interference from small BS to the macrocell user increases, the probability of sharing of spectrum resources of small BS with macrocell decreases. This algorithm under centralization concept of CRAN enables more resource sharing there by increasing frequency reuse and allows severely interfering small cells to use dedicated spectrum. The algorithm outperforms clustering and power control algorithm (JFCPA) [12] , the hybrid spectrum usage algorithm (HSUA) [13] and the overall fairness and efficient algorithm (OFEA) [14] , in terms of frequency reuse efficiency over joint frequency bandwidth dynamic division. Also there is no outage of macrocell users as the total interference that macrocell user experienced is less than interference threshold under a certain SIR requirement of macrocell user. But this scheme gives inefficient spectrum utilization as the dedicated resources have to be assigned to interfering small cells.
H-CRAN is further extended to licenced and unlicensed access network which will be cooperating to achieve improvement in network throughput [15] . the H-CRAN in which macrocell, picocell and wi-fi access points radio resources are co-ordinately managed by centralized cooperative radio resource manager (CRRM). The interface between wi-fi and BBU is considered to be passed through a gateway which is responsible for interface matching.
Figure 6. H-CRAN with licensed and unlicensed RAN [15]
Bifurcated uplink resource allocation scheme is used for considered scenario which splits user traffic among available multiple radio interfaces. The resources are allocated on the basis of traffic, location of user and feasible RAN connectivity. The proposed scheme achieves high throughput and fairness due to cross-radio access technology (RAT) cooperation. For the feasibility of H-CRAN with cross-RAT coordination of the network, operator needs to aggregate the wi-fi access links and cellular link. Also users have to support more than one active radio interface at a time.
Handover performance of CRAN is compared with GSM, UMTS and LTE-Advanced [16] . Inter BTS handover with the same BSC requires time advance (TA) value which is transmitted via physical information message in GSM, while for CRAN such handover is more synchronous for the BTSs in the same BBU pool. The cells belong to BTSs in a single BBU pool are synchronized and UE can directly calculate the TA by comparing the arriving time of transmitted signals from serving and target BS, thereby reducing the addition signalling overheads. Inter-NodeB handover in UMTS is soft handover which uses macro diversity with selective combining in which radio network controller (RNC) is involved. This handover in CRAN architecture becomes inter-pool softer handover which do not require RNC intervention, thus reduces signalling and increases the handover success ratio. In LTE Inter-eNB X-2 handover requires less handover prepare time in CRAN due to which too late initialization of handoff is avoided reducing the handover failure rate.
The above discussion gives the overview of different approaches used in literature for optimized resource management of CRAN network. In future more attention has to be given to elastic real time applications for the centralized CRAN along with energy efficiency which is discussed in the next section.
Green RAN
As mobile traffic is fluctuating throughout the day, it causes wastage of energy as all BSs are active all the time in legacy network. To reduce the energy wastage during the low traffic time, the BBU with less traffic load can be switched off and their virtual BSs (vBSs) are migrated to other BBU. Such migration becomes easy due to the centralized cloud architecture. This enhances the greener RAN concept. Thus the energy efficiency of CRAN can be improved by turning off the low traffic BBU and also by BBU and RRH power management.
To control BBU power consumption the power management unit can be used which measures the consumed power and control the power by using power management policy such as dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [17] . Depending on the traffic load and the BBU's processing capacity, the required number of active BBUs can be calculated, thereby achieving power saving by turning off the other BBUs. The traffic load is distributed among the active BBUs using load balancing algorithm. Equal distribution of traffic load among all active BBUs do not achieve optimum benefits as available processing capability of each of BBU is different at any particular time interval. A cooperative game-theoretic scheduling approach is used for load distribution among the BBUs, in which all BBUs negotiate for allocated workload by reporting their available processing capabilities to load balancing server (LBS) [17] . Then LBS calculate the workload shared among these BBUs under the concept of Nash Bargaining Solution (NBS). Power management unit and dynamic switching of BBUs reduces the power consumption while the NBS approach achieves load balancing between active BBUs.
In Fluidnet algorithm DAS allows one BBU to support multiple RRHs by turning off other BBUs [8] for low traffic load scenario. This achieves energy saving as compared to FFR configuration. When the low traffic BBU switch off, the migration of its traffic to other active BBU must be achieved with low service interruption time such that user should not perceive the migration. The maximum allowed interruption time for LTE handover is 300 ms. Also there should not be loss of user data during migration. Figure 7 shows the vBS migration procedure.
This vBS migration can be executed in three successive phases: migration preparation, migration execution and migration completion [18] . In migration preparation stage, BBU with enough resources to handle the migrated traffic is found first. Then the necessary system information such as cell-specific parameters is transferred from the vBS of source BBU to the vBS of target BBU. The migration execution phase switches in-phase and quadrature phase (IQ) sample path between RRH and BBU from the source vBS to the target vBS and further the necessary data is forwarded. S1 downlink path between the BBU and the core network is also switched from source vBS to the target vBS at the same time. When the IQ sample path is being switched, the source vBS starts to forward four kinds of data to the target vBS which include the following: (i) The downlink packet control and user data units buffered at the 6 source vBS which have not been processed and delivered (ii) The downlink control and user data units that have been processed and delivered by the source vBS but have not been acknowledged by the user equipments (UEs) (iii) The data freshly arriving over the source S1 downlink path before the S1 downlink path switching is completed and (iv) The uplink receiving status which indicates the uplink packets that have been received by the source vBS and it has no opportunity to acknowledge after the IQ sample path has been switched to the target vBS. These received packets need to be acknowledged by the target vBS instead.
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Fig. 7: vBS Migration [18]
Migration completion phase checks that all the hosted vBS on the source BBU is migrated to target BBU and after complete migration the source BBU is switch off. As vBS migration usually takes place during low traffic period, the data to be forwarded from source BBU to target BBU is less and no data loss takes place during migration process. The whole process achieves the service interruption time of tens of milliseconds for the migration of vBS to other active BBU, which needs to be reduce further as scheduling is performed on a granular scale for next generation wireless network.
BBU-RRH switching schemes namely semi-static and adaptive scheme has been proposed [19] . The semi-static scheme has a longer switching time interval in which pairs of BBU and RRH is formed to support peak hour traffic load. Adaptive scheme has a shorter switching time interval for which the resource usage at BBU is observed. In case of both the scheme, switching occurs when the BBU resource usage exceeds the upper limit or fall below the lower limit after a specified time interval. During the switching process neighbouring RRHs are preferred to be allocated to the BBU, only if it has the limit to accommodate the traffic of the RRH. As compared to static switching, adaptive scheme reduces the number of active BBU, but it has a high BBU-RRH switching rate.
The cross layer power consumption minimization is formulated as mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem [20] with constraint of BBU pool virtual machines (VMs) computational capacity, channel capacity between RRH and user, and RRHs maximum transmission power. As MINLP problem is NP-hard it is relaxed using extended sum-utility maximization (ESUM) problem which gives optimum VM computational rate and channel capacity with which ESUM problem reduces to RRH selection problem. By approximating ESUM to quasi weighted sumrate maximization (QWSRM) problem and solving it by branch and bound (BnB) algorithm gives the global optimum VM rate and channel capacity but the complexity of BnB is high. The low complexity weighted minimum mean square error (WMMSE) algorithm is proposed which achieves local optimal rates. After achieving optimum rates, for RRH selection problem authors have proposed shaping and pruning (S-P) algorithm which finds the priorities of RRHs being chosen to be active and apply bisection search on sorted priorities to find optimal set of active RRHs. After obtaining optimal set of RRHs corresponding beamforming weights are calculated. The proposed cross layer problem has more energy efficiency but it may be unsuitable for large size network due to large channel state information (CSI) overheads and limited fronthaul capacity.
The CRAN power minimization problem through active RRH selection and the coordinated beamforming for selected RRH is addressed using group spare beamforming framework (GSBF) [21] , which is a three stage approach. The network power consumption minimization problem is relaxed to obtain a weighted mixed l1/l2 norm minimization problem. The first stage of GSBF minimizes the reformulated problem to induce the group-sparsity for the beamformer. After obtaining the spare beamformer, in the second stage of GSBF the RRHs are arranged in the descending priority of switching off. The priority for RRH is decided based on channel gain, RF power amplifier gain, beamformer gain and fronthaul power consumption. After ordering RRH third step is to find the optimum number of active RRHs and the beamforming solution for the selected RRH. Bi-section GSBF algorithm uses binary procedure to obtain the active RRH, complexity of which grows logarithmically. To enhance the group sparsity for beamformer further, majorization-minimization (MM) algorithm is used. MM algorithm with conventional reweighting also uses system prior information to improve the estimation on group sparsity. After obtaining group spare beamformer the active set of RRH is obtained by using iterative search method for the minimum power consumption which has linear complexity. Both bi-section GSBF and iterative GSBF are proved to reduce CRAN power consumption with less complexity. Iterative GSBF achieves low power consumption than bi-section GSBF, but also has the high complexity than the later. The bi-section GSBF is most suitable for large scale networks. As the GSBF is a convex relaxation of original minimization problem, the performance gap need to be analysed.
The energy efficiency (EE) maximization problem is considered for H-CRAN [22] . The soft FFR scheme is used for H-CRAN architecture in which total bandwidth is divided into two sets, one is dedicated to RRHs and another
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European Alliance for Innovation 7 is shared between cell edge users of RRHs and users of macro BS (MBS). Shared bandwidth has the inter-tier interference constraint due to which it is used for low QoS requirement while dedicated bandwidth is used for high QoS requirements. The maximization of EE of H-CRAN is achieved through resource and power allocation subject to inter-RRH interference and inter-tier interference. For dense RRH network the sum data rate and power consumption of RRH is sufficiently larger than that of MBS. Thus H-CRAN EE optimization is approximated to EE optimization of each RRH with constraint on inter-tier interference and maximum transmission power of RRH. The formulated optimization problem is nonconvex which is solved by using iterative algorithm which converges to global optimal solution for large bandwidth. The achieved solution has high energy efficiency as compared to CRAN and one and two tier HNet, but due to approximation the EE solution does not include EE performance of the MBS.
The transmission power minimization under competitive optimality constraint and fronthaul constraint is addressed by author [23] . Competitive optimality constraint considers the fraction of informed capacity that needs to be achieved even without the information available to MS and BS, about the current fading states from the other BS at BBU. The layered transmission at MS and layered compression at BS is considered to achieve the objective without the perfect knowledge about other BS channel state information (CSI). The problem is formulated as quadratically constrained quadratic problem (QCQP) solution of which achieves local minimum. It is observed that the gain of the layered transmission decrease with increase in fronthaul capacity as it increases the quality of compressed signal.
The power optimization problem can be solved efficiently by limiting active RRHs, controlling the power of active RRHs using beamforming and controlling BBU power. The energy saving is a one of the major benefit of CRAN architecture which is feasible as multiple BBUs are in the same BBU pool and are connected through a link. The successful vBS migration is easily achieved as the capacity of the link between BBUs can handle the traffic which is comparatively low during the migration. But fronthaul link capacity may impose the constraint on the required network throughput, which is addressed in the next section.
Fronthaul Capacity Constraint
The high capacity link (fronthaul) is required for the efficient communication between BBU and RRH. Optical fiber, gigabit ethernet cables or wireless link can be used as fronthaul. For the wireless fronthaul millimeter wave (mmWave) technology can achieve data rates in Gbps [24] .
In CRAN the fronthaul capacity impose a constraint on the throughput of the cellular system. The advanced technologies such as multiple input multiple output (MIMO) increases cellular throughput, but in CRAN as number of antenna at RRH increases the IQ data carried through fronthaul increases. Thus in MIMO scenario CRAN objective is maximization of sum rate of network by choosing optimal number of antennas and optimal number of users that can be served simultaneously. After pre-coding and before pre-coding methods can be used to achieve this objective of CRAN [25] . In after pre-coding approach a BBU transfers IQ-data after pre-coding data symbols with beamforming matrix, while in before pre-coding a BBU transfers data symbols without pre-coding and also beamforming weights for each data stream. Thus the required bit-rate for after pre-coding IQ-data transfer method is more as pre-coded IQ data is exchanged for each symbol between the BBU and the RRH and this bit rate depends on the number antennas used for transmission/reception at the RRH. In contrast, with beforepre-coding IQ-data transfer method, data symbols for each user are exchanged for symbol duration, but beamforming weights for each data stream are exchanged less frequently according to the channel coherence time. The optimal number of antennas for after pre-coding is directly proportional to fronthaul capacity and inversely proportional to number of bits required for IQ sample, while in before pre-coding optimal number of antennas are also inversely proportional to pre-coding matrix update frequency. As in before pre-coding the information for pre-coding is less frequently transmitted, it is more efficient for low speed mobile scenario. The required fronthaul rate for low speed users with after pre-coding is much higher than the highest link rate option (9.82 Gbps) in the current common public radio interface (CPRI) specification [26] . For high speed users before pre-coding gives the worse result as now beamforming weights needs to be updated frequently. Thus by choosing optimum number of antennas and number of simultaneous users, the network capacity is maximized by using appropriate pre-coding method depending on mobile system environment under the constraint of fronthaul capacity. By IQ compression method the sum rate of the system can be improved further.
The compression of signals on fronthaul is performed using Wyner-Ziv coding and single user coding at RRH to achieve an optimal sum capacity for uplink [27] . The Wyner-Zive scheme considers the statistical correlation of the received signals at different RRHs for compression process, while in single user coding each RRH simply quantizes its received signals using a vector quantizer. The problem is formulated for the optimum quantization level to achieve high weighted sum rate with fronthaul capacity constraints. The alternative convex optimization (ACO) approach is used which converges to a local stationary point of the weighted sum rate maximization problem. Although ACO achieves the locally optimal quantization noise level, its implementation in fast fading environment and multiplexed system is computationally intensive. Thus to obtain the optimal quantization noise level with less computational complexity, the authors have proved that in the high signal to quantization noise ratio (SQNR) regime, the quantization noise level can be set proportional to the background noise level. This is approximately optimal for maximizing overall sum rate for both Wyner-Ziv coding and single user coding. Authors have also proved that, setting the quantization noise level proportional to the background 8 noise also achieves optimal results for H-CRAN. It is proved that the CRAN with Wyner-Ziv coding and single user coding compression on fronthaul achieves the higher uplink user rates as compared to the conventional cellular system. The comparison between Wyner-Ziv coding and single user coding scheme shows that the Wyner-Ziv is superior, however as the sum fronthaul capacity becomes larger, the gain due to Wyner-Ziv coding diminishes.
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H-CoMP transmission mode is used for different fronthaul capacity in CRAN to maximize average net throughput of the network under the fronthaul constraints [28] . To implement H-CoMP the semi-dynamic clustering for user is performed by BBU based on large scale channel information of different BS reported by user. The overheads of clustering are less in case of large scale fading as compared to small scale fading, thus improves average net downlink throughput. Cluster of users contains master BSs which serve user (JT mode) and co-ordinated BSs which avoid inter-channel interference (ICI) for user (CB mode). The number of users serves and co-ordinated by BS is restricted by number of antennas at BS. Once the clusters are formed each BS's pre-coder calculates weights based on downlink channel information. The zero-forcing pre-coder is used to cancel ICI for coordinated users of BS and ensures co-phase signals coming from master BSs to user for constructive combination. To reduce the large scale channel reporting overheads the user choose the BS which has a high larger scale channel gain while neglecting the BS which are far away from user. This neglected interference effect on throughput estimation is removed by using weak interference estimation mechanism. After calculating precoding weights, BBU shares data of user to different BSs in its cluster. The proposed semi-dynamic hybrid CoMP achieves same average net throughput as optimal H-CoMP which uses exhaustive search for clustering which increases its complexity.
The weighted sum rate (WSR) maximization for user centric clustering strategy under per BS fronthaul constraint is addressed [29] using reweighted l1-norm. The user centric clustering has two approaches namely dynamic and static clustering. Dynamic clustering changes the cluster of serving BSs of user over a time-frequency slot while the static clustering keeps BSs cluster of a user fixed over a time which only changes with change in location of user. The dynamic clustering uses the fronthaul resources more efficiently than the static but it has a more signalling overheads. The WSR maximization problem is solved by formulating BS fronthaul constraint by weighted l0-norm which is the reformulated to l1-norm. The reformulated problem is equivalently expressed as weighted minimum mean square error (WMMSE) problem which is convex and solved efficiently using block coordinated decent method. To reduce the complexity of the algorithm the iterative link removal and iterative user pool shrinking techniques are proposed for dynamic clustering approach. In iterative link removal technique the BSs with the transmit power below threshold are removed from cluster. The iterative user pool shrinking technique reduces the number of users which achieves the negligible rates. The dynamic clustering determines the cluster size for each user in each slot and then determines jointly the beamforming vector and user scheduling. Unlike dynamic approach, static approach selects the serving users at a scheduling interval for the fixed cluster. To form static cluster for user the two heuristic load balancing schemes are introduced namely maximum loading based static clustering and biased signal strength based static clustering. First method selects cluster of BSs for user depending on the threshold on received signal strength difference while later considers biased received signal strength difference for each user. Dynamic and static clustering schemes improves the performance of low rate users (cell edge users) as compared to baseline disjoint clustering scheme [30] which gives the performance gain for high rate users.
Limited work is published in literature on the fronthaul capacity issue which is an open research area for the future work.
Existing Technologies and Future Research Direction
The existing commercial products support the different levels of virtualization. VANU MultiRAN [VAN] [31] is a hardware level virtualization which supports multiple virtual base stations all running on a single hardware platform. The multiple virtual base stations can share the antennas, hardware platform and the backhaul. But this solution do not support spectrum sharing among different operator slices, thus only helps to reduce cost and energy of multiple BSs of different operator by supporting them on single hardware.
China mobile research institute, which is the inventor of CRAN, performed field trials to evaluate the performance of CRAN in terms of centralization and fronthaul [32] . CRAN trial was carried for 2G and 3G in which it was observed that power reduction of 41% due to shared air-conditioning. With the mentioned benefits of centralization the network performance has improved with respect to call drop rate and throughput. For fronthaul, CPRI compression with ratio 2:1 and single fiber bi-directional (SFBD) technology was used which proves the fourfold saving of fiber resource as compared to dark fiber solution. The performance degradation due to CPRI compression with respect to handover, throughput, data and control plane latency is also negligible. It has proved that the wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) also achieves less fiber consumption than that of dark fiber with small processing delay and the quick protection switching capability. Field trial also proved the 20-50% throughput gain through uplink CoMP in CRAN.
LightRadio [33] by alcatel-lucent is a portable radio which supports multiple cellular standards such as wideband code division multiple access (W-CDMA) and LTE technologies and their evolution. The SP can start with a W-CDMA and gradually can upgrade to LTE standards by performing software reconfiguration. LightRadio supports both, in radio (RRH) baseband processing and centralized pooled baseband processing. Based on the baseband processing it supports latency insensitive, low data rate
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European Alliance for Innovation 9 fronthaul and latency sensitive, high data rate fronthaul. This centralized multi-band radio network achieves cooperative performance gain and also energy and cost saving. LightRadio network increases the capacity and can also be used as hotspots to support massive capacity.
The alcatel-lucent with china mobile has come up with virtualized radio access network (vRAN) [34] which is a virtualized, centralized cellular network with network functions virtualization (NFV) technology. Currently NFV is used for a core network and IP-based Multimedia Service (IMS) functions. The trial of vRAN was carried out at Beijing's Tisinghua University demonstrated the flexibility, scalability, cost and energy efficiency of the vRAN.
Antenna integrated radio unit (AIR) [35] by Ericsson is also a multi-standard solution which supports both 3G and 4G. Field trials proved a reduction of integration and installation time of up to 30% and the reduction in power consumption of up to 42% [35] .
The use of the existing commercial solutions are still restricted to single SP supporting multiple standards and processing those standards in centralized pool. These solutions can be used over the multiple SPs to further enhance the benefits.
CRAN architecture will lead to development and implementation of new generation systems much cheaper, faster and more flexible, with centralized scheduling, coordination and network maintenance. But the benefits of CRAN will be successfully achieved only after dealing with the new challenges of this centralized architecture. Major requirements of this architecture are real time processing of vBS pool, efficient cooperative algorithms for resource and energy optimization and high bandwidth low latency fronthaul. Virtual BS pool which is implemented on general purpose processor (GPP) has low performance in terms of real time processing and energy efficiency. Also optical fibre as a fronthaul does not achieve cost benefit. Complexity of resource optimization algorithms is also high due to centralized and cooperative approach. Thus improvement in performance of GPP, efficient fronthaul both in terms of data rate and cost and optimal algorithms to manage network resources are the key steps in deployment of CRAN concept [36] . To achieve the maximum benefits from CRAN architecture the research can be carried out in the following directions:
Development of radio resource management (RRM)
algorithm: Tunable RRM algorithm needs to be design which should have the flexibility to adapt to the degree of centralization, based on the density and load distribution of small cells taking into account also other parameters like energy efficiency and other backhaul/access network related parameters. For highly dense and populated network more centralized solutions are prefer to cope up with the increasing signaling overhead that could be imposed by the high density of small cells. Thus RRM algorithm must be adaptive to all traffic loads of various types.
Efficient Fronthaul Solution:
The fronthaul capacity and cost constraint need to be considered while designing CRAN. Implementation of heterogeneous fronthaul with high capacity links (optical fiber) and low capacity links (wireless links) has to consider [37] . Low capacity link will reduce cost but has poor performance of latency and throughput as compared to high capacity links. Optimization w. r.t. capacity and cost can achieve by using heterogeneous fronthaul. The wireless fronthaul using mm-Wave can achieve the high capacity but these signals suffer high attenuation. The high degradation of mm-Wave needs to be overcome using efficient antenna design and using MIMO approach.
The interface standardization will have to be developed for the heterogeneous fronthaul. Transmitter and receiver cooperation algorithm need to be flexible enough to handle different fronthaul characteristics with respect to throughput, latency, and reliability. The data compression schemes can be explored further to handle the capacity constraints of fronthaul. Also some functionality within the BBU can be distributed among the local RRH to reduce the traffic on fronthaul. 3. Self-organized network: For given dynamic service requirements, user mobility, fronthaul constraints and backhaul network conditions, access and core networks need to be jointly optimized and managed in an autonomic way to reduce the operational expenditures (OPEX), while enabling fast response and energy efficiency. Such self-organized network needs to be designed for intelligent load balancing, and the admission and congestion control. 4. Self-constructing network: In conventional network each RRH transmits cell specific information, synchronization signals for terminal. In dense small cell scenario number of RRHs transmit the same information as they belong to same geographical location. This increases interference, overloads the network and causes power wastage. In centralized CRAN architecture broadcast and synchronization information can be schedule among the RRHs belong to same geographical area [38] , thereby reducing transmission of replicated information. Thus smart self-constructing network will help to reduce unnecessary signaling in the network.
Energy aware RAN:
Energy efficient algorithm and lossless data migration techniques during sleep mode of BBU need to be explored further and implemented. The CRAN framework is still in nutshell and there are many open research directions need to be explored to optimize the benefits of the framework.
Conclusion
CRAN is a promising technology which is a major evolution over existing confined traditional architecture. Centralized CRAN architecture allows dynamic spectrum sharing and coordination and cooperation among the different SPs, achieving many benefits and fulfils the need of future network. Along with the benefits, centralization also increases the complexity of network optimization. This paper presented a survey of different resource management Survey on Cloud Radio Access Network Reeta Chhatani and Alice Cheeran 10 and energy efficient approach. The paper also surveyed network throughput enhancement techniques under fronthaul capacity constraints.
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The intelligent and self-reconfigurable CRAN architecture need to develop which opens many future challenges.
